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Do you use a walking stick or crutches? And sometimes the walking 
aid falls to the ground? Bending down is strenuous and wobbly.  
You could fall. This is where our magnetic cane holder Held and the 
magnetic Taler help: you can attach your walking aid to your trousers, 
for example. 

The Held set consists of a magnetic stick holder and three self- 
adhesive metal adapters: For your favourite place at the table,  
as a wall mount and for universal use.
The Held complete set consists of a magnetic cane holder,  
a Taler for on the go and three self-adhesive metal adapters.

Saljol magnetic 
cane holder
No need to bend 
down again

For on the road: Held on a stick, 
Taler in your pocket

Metal adapter for at home

Held/Taler set
black, yellow, orange

Taler
black, yellow, orange

Held
black, yellow, orange

Held set for indoors Held complete set
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Easy to fold

Elegant and practical 
like all Saljol products

Useful accessories for 
free hands - see back

Two grip areas 
upper handle for use as a  
support pole, lower handle  
for support when walking 

Easy to transport 
thanks to folding mechanism 
Simply pull apart and fold,  
pack size when folded:  
43 x 12 x 3 cm

Integrated safety wrist strap 
the pole hangs securely on the 
wrist

Ergonomic and safe 
Grip handles with cork TPE  
provide a natural feel, are 
shock-absorbing and gentle on 
arms and wrists, pole length  
adjustable from 83.5 to 93.5 cm

Stylish and lightweight helper
chic look thanks to glossy  
carbon and low weight of  
only 278 grams

Robust support aid
Made of sturdy carbon and 
loadable up to 100 kg

Saljol Carbon 
Walking Stick
Elegant, ergonomic 
and foldable

Highlights


